
TIME DOMAIN ANALYSIS OF SHIP MOTION ANDWAVE LOADS BY BOUNDARY INTEGRAL EQUATIONSA. Colagrossi?, G. Fotia{, G. Graziani+ and M. Landrini?? INSEAN, The Italian Ship Model Basin, Roma, Italy{ CRS4, Area of Waves and Strutures, Cagliari, Italy+ Dip. Meania e Aeronautia, Un. La Sapienza, Roma, ItalySafety and omfort of marine vehiles require, sine the design stage, a are-ful evaluation of the dynami behavior of the vessel in rough sea. Tradition-ally, this is routinely aomplished through (expensive) model testing andnumerially by some (extremely) suessful simpli�ed quasi-twodimensionalmodels (the so-alled strip theory, [1℄). As a matter of fat, both the aboveapproahes su�er severe limits (pratial or theoretial) onerning the pre-dition of pressure distribution, whih is a typial input data relevant forthe strutural analysis.In this presentation, we like to disuss some aspets of a more generalomputational algorithm for the predition of ship motion and loads induedby the interation with wave systems. In partiular, unlikely the more on-ventional models in frequeny domain [2℄, we attak the problem by a timedomain formulation. The purpose is twofold. First, within the framework ofa linear analysis, the ship response funtion to a general wave exitation anbe numerially determined by a transient test (i.e. the interation with awave pulse ompat in time). In this way, a substantial saving of omputa-tional time with respet to the existing algorithms is ahieved [3℄. Seond, atime domain modeling is intrinsially prone to deal with the fully nonlinearproblem or, at least, to reover some nonlinear e�ets [4℄.More spei�ally, the three-dimensional ow �eld around a ship advan-ing through waves is desribed by an invisid ow model. The veloitypotential is governed by the Laplae equation with time-dependent bound-ary onditions on free surfae and moving rigid boundaries. Position andveloity of the latter are given by the oupled equations of ship motion. Thedi�erential problem is reast in terms of boundary integral equations for theveloity potential and for its Eulerian time derivative (used to evaluate thehydrodynami loads). The integral equations are disretized by pieewiseonstant shape funtion and are numerially solved by a standard olloa-tion method. Time stepping is ahieved by a variable order Runge-Kuttaalgorithm.In spite of its low-order in spae, the resulting algorithm allows to handleeasily non-strutured grids with loal re�nement both on the free surfae and
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on the body. This feature appeared to be essential for the appliability ofthe method to the omplex geometries typial of pratial ship hull forms.An extensive validation ativity has been performed by omparing thenumerial results with experimental data, and will be summarized to disusspros and limits of the urrent implementation of the ode and to draw ourmore reent researh and development ativity.Referenes[1℄ N. Salvesen, E.O. Tuk and O.M. Faltinsen (1970). "Ships motions andsealoads", SNAME Trans. 78.[2℄ V. Bertram and M. Landrini (1999). "Rankine panel methods for sea-keeping problems", 31st WEGEMT Shool, CFD for Ship and O�shoredesign, Hamburg (Germany).[3℄ A. Colagrossi, C. Lugni, M. Landrini and G. Graziani (2000) "Nu-merial and experimental transient tests for ship seakeeping", 10th Int.O�shore and Polar Engineering Conf. (ISOPE2000), Seattle (USA).[4℄ R.F. Bek and A.M. Reed (2000). "David Taylor Model Basin ModernSea Keeping Computations", 23rd Symposium on Naval Hydrodynam-is, Paris (Frane).


